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New York, NY (Newsworthy.ai) Thursday Apr 11, 2024 @ 9:00 AM Eastern —

Faviana redefines elegance with the launch of its Fall 2024 Collection, a vibrant celebration
of individuality and style. With a legacy rooted in empowerment and beauty, Faviana’s latest
offerings are a tribute to every woman’s unique essence.

Highlights of the Fall 2024 Collection: “This season’s collection embodies the essence of
empowerment and elegance, weaving together the narratives of women worldwide. We’ve
crafted each dress to be a beacon of confidence and uniqueness, spotlighting the beauty of
every individual who chooses Faviana.” – Shala Moradi, Creative Director at Faviana.

Diverse Styles for Every Occasion: The new collection features a wide range of
cocktail dresses, from glamorous sequin mini dresses to sophisticated lace-ups and
floral appliques, ensuring a perfect match for every taste and event.

Vibrant Colors & Fabrics: Embracing new fabrics and vibrant colors, the Fall 2024
line sets new trends in evening wear, from sage to ice blue, hot pink, and metallic
hues, the Faviana Fall 2024 collection makes it easy for you to shine at any event.

Empowerment in Every Size: With inclusivity at its core, the collection offers styles
that celebrate all body types, offering sizes ranging from 00 to 24E. It’s a testament to
Faviana’s commitment to inclusivity, ensuring every woman can find a dress that
makes her feel celebrated and beautiful.

About Faviana:

Founded in 1988 by the Moradi Family in the heart of New York City, Faviana has grown
into a renowned designer brand, deeply rooted in a mission to empower women to feel good
and celebrate themselves. This legacy, now in its third generation, is built on a foundation of
designing dresses that not only enhance and elevate each woman’s individual identity but
also commemorate the most important and memorable moments of her life. Faviana’s
commitment to this vision shines through their carefully curated designs, which express and
enhance every woman’s unique style.

To Find Your Perfect Dress: Faviana dresses are available across a wide network of retailers
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in the United States, Canada, and worldwide, visit their store locator to find your dream
dress.

For a glimpse into the world of Faviana and to stay updated with our newest designs and
inspirations, follow us on Instagram @faviana and TikTok @favianany.
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